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INTRODUCTION

Targeted next-generation sequencing (NGS) focuses the sequencing effort on specific region by
capturing and enriching those regions with complementary biotinylated probes. Though many factors
can influence the efficiency of such capture, a primary consideration is how well the DNA sequence
of the probe matches the target (sequence complementarity), as this affects both the efficiency and
selectivity of capture.
Many target enrichment applications aim to isolate sequence variants, which can range in complexity
from single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to the full range of sequences found in all the organisms
in an ecological sample (metagenomics). For capture hybridization and targeted sequencing, probes
are designed around a reference genome that is assumed to represent the targeted sequence in a
sample. The performance of genomic analysis of human samples, for example, is often evaluated
with the human NA12878 genome, a human reference sample with an established set of highconfidence genomic variants which was sequenced to an excess of 500x with different technologies
and protocols (Zook et al. 2014, 2018; Eberle et al. 2017). The NA12878 genome contains regions with
up to 22 variants per 120 nt, but most regions of this size harbor only 0–1 variants (Havrilla et al. 2019).
From the high-confidence variant calls for the NA12878 genome, we estimate that ~ 8% of the
probes in the Twist exome designed to hg38 would have one mismatch with respect to the actual
sequence, and ~ 1% would have multiple mismatches (Figure 1A). A quantitative understanding of
the effects of those mismatches would be useful for optimizing probe design. For example, probes
can be constrained to contain no more than a few mismatches, or specific genomic regions could be
identified that might require probes designed for sensitive and selective capture of a variant. This
concept can also be extended to predict the effectiveness of capture in mixed samples, such as in
metagenomics applications where viral and bacterial genomes are expected to evolve continuously.
For probes to be of use in these applications, some tolerance to sequence mismatch is expected.
To understand the factors that might influence probe design for these types of applications, we
examined the effects of sequence complementarity (the number and distribution of mismatches)
on capture efficiency in target enrichment. Though the effects of mismatches on capture efficiency
have been described previously (Ke et al. 1993, Gotoh et al. 1995, Piao et al. 2008, Naiser et al.
2008), these studies focused on one or a few short (20–30 nt) sequences and examined only one
or two mismatches in isolation. Target enrichment, however, usually involves thousands of longer
probes ( ~ 120 nt). To examine the effects of mismatches on capture efficiency in a setting relevant to
target enrichment, we synthesized and performed target enrichment with two large probe panels
( ~ 10% of the exome): one with 120-nt probes that matched the reference and sample, and one with
120-nt probes that had mismatches introduced by design (Figure 1). Our findings show that the number
and spacing of mismatches have significant effects on capture efficiency and that these effects can
be modulated by probe GC content and hybridization temperature.
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Figure 1. Probe design. A. Using the NA12878 high-confidence variant set (see text for details) and Twist exome probes, we found the NA12878 genome contained 0–12
mismatches per 120-nt exome probe (hg38). B. Each probe panel (Variant and Control) contained 28,794 probes. The Control probes were designed to be complementary to
their targets. In Variant probes, 1–50 mismatches (yellow) were introduced either randomly along the probe (RND) or all together in a single continuous stretch (CONT). Also,
382 control probes without mismatches were added to both panels for normalization; thus the Control and Variant panels contained a total of 29,176 probes.

STUDY DESIGN

We designed and synthesized two panels, each containing 28,794
120-nt probes covering 3.4 Mb of the human exome: the Control
panel contained probes randomly selected from the Twist human
exome panel, and the Variant panel contained the same probes
but with varying numbers (1–50) and distributions (random, or as
one continuous stretch) of mismatches (Table 1 and Figure 1B).
For normalization, 382 probes with no mismatches were also
added to each panel for a total of 29,176 probes.
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We evaluated the performance of both panels in a target
enrichment experiment using NA12878 genomic DNA (gDNA)
with Twist’s standard 16 hour protocol that includes a 70°C
hybridization temperature.
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Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are natural variations
that occur at a single position in a sequence. The most common
source of mismatch between probes and targets, they are virtually
unavoidable when designing probes for capture from a population.
Multiple mismatches between probe and target, on the other hand,
occur in variant-rich regions, in mixed samples, or when multiple
genomic regions differ by only a few nucleotides. Whether a
particular application aims to maximize or minimize the capture
of imperfectly matching targets, it is useful to quantify the bias
introduced to capture by single and multiple mismatches.
Figure 2 shows the results of a comparison of the capture
efficiency of a population of probes with and without single
mismatches. The results demonstrate that a single mismatch does

TOTALS

29,176

Table 1. Number and distribution of mismatches per probe in the Variant
probe panel. The Variant probe panel contained 120-nt probes that either
matched their target sequences perfectly (Control) or had varying numbers of
mismatches distributed randomly along the probe (Random) or along one
continuous stretch (Continuous).
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not affect average capture efficiency (Figure 2A), independent
of the nucleotide substituted (Figure 2B) or the position of the
mutation within the probe (Figure 2C).
Figure 3 shows that when multiple mismatches occur, their distribution
has a significant impact on capture efficiency: a long stretch of
mismatches does not reduce efficiency as much as mutations that are
randomly distributed along the probe. For example, the efficiency of
capture by probes with a continuous mismatch of 50 nt is 0.4 (Figure
3H), and probes with only 15 mismatches randomly distributed along
the probe yield an efficiency of 0.33 (Figure 3E). Probes with 30 or
50 randomly placed mismatches are completely ineffective (mean
efficiencies of <0.01, Figures 3G, H).
Interestingly, the decay in efficiency for probes with randomly
distributed mismatches is bimodal — the probe efficiency breaks,
rather than decaying gradually (Figure 3E, F). Moreover, the
breakpoint depends on the GC content of the probe and the
number of mismatches — of the probes with 15 mismatches, only
those with the lowest GC (<40%) show an average efficiency of <2%,
but with 20 mismatches, probes with <50% GC are ineffective. The
reduction in efficiency from a continuous stretch correlates linearly
with the length of mismatch and so can be extrapolated to predict
the efficiency for any continuous mismatch of 1–50 nt. In contrast,
the decay in efficiency for probes with randomly distributed
mismatches is more rapid and less predictable (Figure 3I).

2010), the GC content of the probe, and the temperature at which
hybridization is performed (Liu et al. 2007). We examined how these
factors mitigate or exacerbate the effects of mismatch by repeating
our experiment with hybridization at 60°C and grouping the probes
into bins of GC content or length of longest perfect match. We
show the effects of these modulating factors on probes with 15
mismatches because these showed an intermediate reduction
in mean capture efficiency and a large, homogeneous dynamic
range (Figure 4). The conclusions, however, are applicable to other
numbers of mutations, as well.
Figure 4 shows that overall, these three factors had a greater
impact on hybridization with probes with randomly distributed,
singular mutations than on capture with probes with a continuous
15-nt mismatch. For probes with 15 random mismatches, reducing
the hybridization temperature from 70°C to 60°C did not affect
median capture rates, but it did improve capture by probes that
performed poorly in 70°C, reducing overall variability (Figure 4A).
Including longer stretches of complementarity had a similar effect,
in that it yielded more consistent hybridization results but did not
affect median capture rates (Figure 4B). The effect of probe GC
content, however, was the most significant: GC content affected
both the median capture rate and variance. Probes with randomly
distributed mismatches and low GC content (35–40%) were
approximately 50 times less efficient than those with high GC
content (55–60%) (Figure 4C).

Length of complementarity, GC content, and hybridization
temperature modulate capture efficiency
Other factors that modulate capture efficiency include the length
of complementarity between the probe and target (Öhrmalm et al.
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Figure 2. Single mismatches are the most frequent, but they do not affect capture. A. Relative efficiency of hybridization using fully complementary probes (no mismatches,
gray) and probes containing a single mismatch (green solid line). Notably, the distribution for fully complementary probes was wider than that for the single mismatch probes.
This is because the distances between most of the fully complementary probes were in close proximity (<250 nt) to other probes, while all single mismatch probes were
designed to be at least 250 nt apart from other probes B, C. Boxplots of the capture efficiency of probes with a single mismatch as a function of the identity of the mutated
base (B) or the distance from the probe center (C).
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Figure 3. The effects of randomly distributed versus continuous stretches of mismatches. Panels A–G depict the distribution of relative capture efficiency for probes with
a single mismatch (gray) and probes with multiple mismatches (green lines; the number of mismatches is indicated in the left top corner). In each panel, the solid line depicts
the distribution for probes with randomly distributed mismatches (RND), and the dotted line indicates the distribution for probes with continuous mismatches (CONT). Panel H
plots median probe efficiency (y-axis) as a function of the number of mismatched nucleotides (x-axis). Probes with continuous mismatches (CONT, green dots) follow a linear
pattern (R2=0.99), whereas the efficiency of probes with randomly distributed mismatches (RND, gray) drops rapidly.
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Figure 4. Effects of hybridization temperature, length of the longest perfect match, and GC content on capture efficiency. Panels A–C show the effects of hybridization
temperature (A), length of the longest perfect match (B), and GC content (C) on capture efficiency of probes with 15 mismatches distributed either randomly (RND) or in a
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Figure 5. Potential applications of mismatch data to probe design. A. The efficiency prediction for the design of 450 whole-genome Zika isolates from human samples
indicates >98% of the viruses would be captured with >90% efficiency. B. CpG islands downloaded from the UCSC annotation track for human genome hg38 and designed
using standard Twist design rules, which assumed all regions are converted with bisulfite treatment. The distribution of C nucleotides and number of CpG sites per probe
suggest that many of the CpG islands would not be captured with probes designed for fully converted regions when methylated.

DISCUSSION

We investigated the effects of probe-target sequence mismatches
on target enrichment performance. Expanding on work by other
groups, our study applied a large number of probes to enable a
thorough exploration of the relative influences of both the degree
and type of mismatch, as well as the context and position along
the sequence in which they occur. Our results demonstrate that
certain aspects of probe mismatches do impact capture efficiency,
and these insights can be applied to the design of probes to
optimize capture efficiency in a range of applications.
Single mismatches did not affect capture performance by our 120-nt
probes, a result that should reassure those using target enrichment
to capture SNPs. Multiple mismatches, however, negatively impact
capture in a mismatch distribution and probe GC-dependent
manner. The most dramatic aspect of our results was the high
tolerance of long, continuous mismatches (up to 40% of the probe
length) as opposed to the rapid decline for distributed variants.
Potential applications
Together with the sequence information available in genomic
databases, our data can help guide probe design for applications
focused on capturing genomic diversity (Figure 5). For example,
metagenomics or clinical applications often aim to detect and
characterize the proportions of a variety of microorganisms in a
single sample. Using mismatch data, one could evaluate which
sequences (and therefore, which subtypes of microorganisms)
would be efficiently captured with particular probe designs and
identify those sequences that might require additional probes to
augment their capture.

Figure 5 shows a simulation of information for two types of
targets, all full-length genomes of the Zika virus isolated from
human samples (obtained from NCBI viral variation database,
taxid 64320, Figure 5A) and all CpG islands in the human genome
(obtained from UCSC table browser, Figure 5B). In both cases, we
designed probes to match a reference genome sequence and
then calculated the expected number of mismatches per probe for
all other imperfect targets, assigning an expected efficiency for
each probe-target pair. We then calculated the average efficiency
per target as mean efficiency of all probes covering it.
In some cases, such as for the Zika virus (Figure 5A), the basic
design captures >90% of the Zika subtypes with >98% efficiency.
In contrast, bisulfite-treated human CpG islands would have on
average too many mismatches and require optimization of probe
positioning as well as augmentation of the design with methylationspecific probes (Figure 5B). The ability to quantitatively predict
capture efficiency in mixed sample scenario, allows for rational and
effective panel design for these complicated sets.
Conclusion
Target enrichment relies on the ability to hybridize probes with
samples that do not have perfect sequence complementarity.
Having more clarity on the behavior of capture efficiency with
respect to mismatches in the context of your capture can
significantly influence design strategies. We have used the results
of this study and expanded on similar studies to improve assay
sensitivity, reduce off-target rates, and build robust probe design
approaches. In addition, having an accessible process and panels
in place to evaluate capture efficiency expedites optimization of
novel applications and standard implementations.
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